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INSTEAD of planning a pipeline of new housing stock for vulnerable people across the state, the Berejiklian Government has set
in motion a plan to outsource public housing to the private sector.
 
There is nothing this Government won’t sell off and privatise, and its latest scheme to flog off every property that’s bolted down
and not bolted down is nothing less than Get Richer Quick scheme for property developers - the Liberal’s big-end-of-town mates.
No one else will benefit except them.
 
The online property portal theGovernment have published sets in train a statewide fire-sale of every public building, open space
and government asset and it will achieve absolutely nothing for housing affordability or reducing homelessness.
 
The Minister for Housing, Melinda Pavey, participated in a trainwreck interview on the ABC where she failed to explain how her
plan would delivern any new public housing stock or assist vulnerable people into permanent, safe accommodation.
 
This latest, ‘line-the-pockets-of-their-mates, plan is a clear indication of just ho much the Berejiklian Government is obsessed with
privatising public assets and the contempt they have for the poor and vulnerable people who rely on public housing. If the
Government was serious about improving the lives of homeless or vulnerable people they would build them homes, not gift
hectares upon hectares of public land to property developers.
 
There are over 50,000 applicants on the public housing waiting list facing up to 10 years of couch-surfing and homelessness
before they are provided with permanent accommodation. On the Central Coast alone, the Grapevine recently report the growing
rent crisis and that more people are camping out in tents, caravans and other temporary and unacceptable accommodation
because of the Government’s failure to address the housing shortage.
 
Despite repeated calls from community groups, and organisations such as Anglicare, for the State Government to invest in new
public housing stock, first as a stimulus measure during COVID-19 but also as a long-term solution to the housing affordability
crisis, they continue to ignore the problem, instead they are more intent on lining the pockets of their developer mates.
 
The question is, does being elected to govern give a government an unfettered mandate to sell off public property without
oversight in place for the right checks and balances? Once the property is sold it's gone forever!

A shopping list for developers -
wholesale public land sell off
The Berejiklian Government’s establishment of a new government property portal for private developers is an
admission of failure on public housing and the clearest signal yet that after 10 years in office, this Government exists
only to line the pockets of the property developers and big business using the proceeds of publicly owned assets.
 


